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Abstract

In this paper, we study the variational discretization and adaptive
mixed finite element methods for optimal control problems governed by
integro-differential equations. The state and the co-state are discretized
by the lowest order Raviart-Thomas mixed finite element spaces and
the control is not discretized. We derive a posteriori error estimates for
the coupled state and control approximation. Such a posteriori error
estimates can be used to construct more efficient and reliable adaptive
mixed finite element method for the optimal control problems. Finally,
we introduce an adaptive algorithm to guide the mesh refinement.
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1 Introduction

Finite element methods of optimal control problems has been extensively inves-
tigated in many early literature. There are two early papers on the numerical
approximation of linear quadratic elliptic optimal control problems by Falk
[6] and Geveci [7]. In [8], the authors derived a posteriori error estimators
for a class of distributed elliptic optimal control problems. These error esti-
mators are shown to be useful in adaptive finite element approximation for
the optimal control problems and are implemented in the adaptive approach.
Brunner and Yan [1] discussed finite element Galerkin discretization of a class
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of constrained optimal control problems governed by integral equations and
integro-differential equations. The analysis focuses on the derivation of a pri-
ori error estimates and a posteriori error estimators for the approximation
schemes. Systematic introduction of the finite element method for optimal
control problems can be found in [9].

In many control problems, the objective functional contains the gradient
of the state variables. Thus, the accuracy of the gradient is important in
numerical discretization of the coupled state equations. Mixed finite element
methods are appropriate for the state equations in such cases since both the
scalar variable and its flux variable can be approximated to the same accuracy
by using such methods. Some specialists have made many important works
on some topic of mixed finite element method for linear optimal control prob-
lems. Recently, we have done some primary study on a priori error estimates
and superconvergence for optimal control problems by mixed finite element
methods in [4, 5, 10, 11, 12]. In [13], the author first presents the variational
discretization concept for optimal control problems with control constraints,
with implicitly utilizes the first order optimality conditions and the discretiza-
tion of the state and adjoint equations for the discretization of the control
instead of discretizing the space of admissible controls.

In this paper we derive a posteriori error estimates of variational discretiza-
tion and mixed finite element methods for general optimal control problems
governed by integro-differential equations. We are concerned with the follow-
ing optimal control problems:

min
u∈K⊂U

{g1(�p) + g2(y) + j(u)} (1)

subject to the state equation

div�p +
∫
Ω G(s, t)y(s)ds = f + u, x ∈ Ω, (2)

�p = −∇y, x ∈ Ω, (3)

y = 0, x ∈ ∂Ω, (4)

where Ω ⊂ R2 is a regular bounded and convex open set with the boundary ∂Ω,
g1, g2, and j are convex functionals and K is a closed convex set in U = L2(Ω).
Here, G(·, ·) ∈ H1(Ω × Ω) and f ∈ L2(Ω).

2 variational discretization and mixed finite

element methods

In this section we discuss the variational discretization and mixed finite element
methods of convex optimal control problems (1)-(4). Let

�V = H(div; Ω) = {�v ∈ (L2(Ω))2, div�v ∈ L2(Ω)}, W = L2(Ω).
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The Hilbert space �V is equipped with the following norm:

‖�v‖div = ‖�v‖H(div;Ω) = (‖�v‖2
0,Ω + ‖div�v‖2

0,Ω)1/2.

Then, the weak formulation of the optimal control problems (1)-(4) is to find

(�p, y, u) ∈ �V × W × U such that

min
u∈K⊂U

{g1(�p) + g2(y) + j(u)} (5)

(�p,�v) − (y, div�v) = 0, ∀�v ∈ �V , (6)

(div�p, w) +
∫
Ω

∫
Ω G(s, t)y(s)w(t)dsdt = (f + u, w), ∀w ∈ W, (7)

where the inner product in L2(Ω) or (L2(Ω))2 is denoted by (·, ·). It is well
known that the optimal control problem (5)-(7) has a solution (�p, y, u), and
that a triplet (�p, y, u) is the solution of (5)-(7) if and only if there is a co-

state (�q, z) ∈ �V × W such that (�p, y, �q, z, u) satisfies the following optimality
conditions:

(�p,�v) − (y, div�v) = 0, ∀�v ∈ �V , (8)

(div�p, w) +
∫
Ω

∫
Ω G(s, t)y(s)w(t)dsdt = (f + u, w), ∀w ∈ W, (9)

(�q,�v) − (z, div�v) = −(g′
1(�p), �v), ∀�v ∈ �V , (10)

(div�q, w) +
∫
Ω

∫
Ω G(s, t)w(s)z(t)dsdt = (g′

2(y), w), ∀w ∈ W, (11)

(j′(u) + z, ũ − u) ≥ 0, ∀ũ ∈ K, (12)

where g′
1, g′

2, and j′ are the derivatives of g1, g2, and j.
We are now able to introduce the discretized problem. To this aim, we

consider a family of triangulations Th of Ω̄. With each element T ∈ Th, we
associate two parameters ρ(T ) and σ(T ), where ρ(T ) denotes the diameter of
the set T and σ(T ) is the diameter of the largest ball contained in T . The
mesh size of the grid is defined by h = max

T∈Th

ρ(T ).

Let �Vh ×Wh ⊂ �V ×W denote the Raviart-Thomas space [14] of the lowest
order associated with the triangulations Th of Ω̄. P0 denotes the space of
polynomials of total degree at most 0. If T is a triangle, �V (T ) = {�v ∈ P 2

0 (T )+
x · P0(T )}. We define

�Vh := {�vh ∈ �V : ∀T ∈ Th, �vh|T ∈ �V (T )},
Wh := {wh ∈ W : ∀T ∈ Th, wh|T = constant}.

The mixed finite element discretization of (5)-(7) is as follows: compute

(�ph, yh, uh) ∈ �Vh × Wh × K such that

min
uh∈K

{g1(�ph) + g2(yh) + j(uh)} (13)

(�ph, �vh) − (yh, div�vh) = 0, ∀�vh ∈ �Vh, (14)

(div�ph, wh) +
∫
Ω

∫
Ω G(s, t)yh(s)wh(t)dsdt = (f + uh, wh), ∀wh ∈ Wh. (15)
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The optimal control problem (13)-(15) again has a solution (�ph, yh, uh), and
that a triplet (�ph, yh, uh) is the solution of (13)-(15) if and only if there is a

co-state (�qh, zh) ∈ �Vh × Wh such that (�ph, yh, �qh, zh, uh) satisfies the following
optimality conditions:

(�ph, �vh) − (yh, div�vh) = 0, ∀�vh ∈ �Vh, (16)

(div�ph, wh) +
∫
Ω

∫
Ω G(s, t)yh(s)wh(t)dsdt = (f + uh, wh), ∀wh ∈ Wh, (17)

(�qh, �vh) − (zh, div�vh) = −(g′
1(�ph), �vh), ∀�vh ∈ �Vh, (18)

(div�qh, wh) +
∫
Ω

∫
Ω G(s, t)wh(s)zh(t)dsdt = (g′

2(yh), wh), ∀wh ∈ Wh, (19)

(j′(uh) + zh, ũ − uh) ≥ 0, ∀ũ ∈ K. (20)

In the rest of the paper, we shall use some intermediate variables. For any
control function ũ ∈ K, we first define the state solution (�p(ũ), y(ũ), �q(ũ), z(ũ))
associated with ũ that satisfies

(�p(ũ), �v) − (y(ũ), div�v) = 0, ∀�v ∈ �V , (21)

(div�p(ũ), w) +
∫
Ω

∫
Ω G(s, t)y(ũ)(s)w(t)dsdt = (f + ũ, w), ∀w ∈ W, (22)

(�q(ũ), �v) − (z(ũ), div�v) = −(g′
1(�p(ũ)), �v), ∀�v ∈ �V , (23)

(div�q(ũ), w) +
∫
Ω

∫
Ω G(s, t)wh(s)zh(ũ)(t)dsdt = (g′

2(y(ũ)), w), ∀w ∈ W.(24)

Let Eh denote the set of element sides in Th. If there is no risk of confusion
the local mesh size h is defines on both Th and Eh by h|T := hT for T ∈ Th

and h|E := hE for E ∈ Eh, respectively. For all E ∈ Eh we fix one direction
of a unit normal on E pointing in the outside of Ω in case that E ⊂ ∂Ω. We
define an operator [v] : H1(Th) → L2(Eh) is the jump of the function v across
the edge E, and t being the tangential unit vector along E.

We define S0(Th) ⊂ L2(Ω) as the piecewise constant space and S1(Th) ⊂
H1(Ω) or S1

0(Th) ⊂ H1
0 (Ω) as continuous and piecewise linear functions, piece-

wise is understood with respect to Th. We consider Clement’s interpolation
operator Ih : H1(Ω) → S1(Th) which satisfies

‖v − Ihv‖0,T ≤ ChT‖v‖1,wT
, ∀v ∈ H1

0 (Ω), (25)

‖v − Ihv‖0,E ≤ Ch
1/2
E ‖v‖1,wE

, ∀v ∈ H1
0 (Ω), (26)

for each T ∈ Th and E ∈ Eh, wT = {T ′ ∈ Th, T̄ ∩ T̄ ′ �= ∅}, wE = {T ∈ Th, E ∈
T̄}.

3 A posteriori error estimates

Fixed given u ∈ K, let S1, S2 be the inverse operator of the state equation (7),
such that �p(u) = S1u and y(u) = S2u are the solutions of the state equation
(7). Let

J(u) = g1(S1u) + g2(S2u) + j(u),
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It is clear that J is well defined and continuous on K. A additional assumption
is needed. We assume that the cost function J is strictly convex near the
solution u, i.e., for the solution u there exists a neighborhood of u in L2 such
that J is convex in the sense that there is a constant c > 0 satisfying:

(J ′(u) − J ′(v), u − v) ≥ c‖u − v‖2, (27)

for all v in this neighborhood of u. The convexity of J(·) is closely related to
the second order sufficient optimality conditions of optimal control problems,
which are assumed in many studies on numerical methods of the problem.

Now, we are able to derive some main results.

Lemma 3.1 Let u and uh be the solutions of (12) and (20), respectively.
Then we have

‖u − uh‖2 ≤ C‖z(uh) − zh‖2
0. (28)

Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [3], we can obtain the following
results.

Lemma 3.2 For the Raviart-Thomas elements, there is a positive constant
C such that

‖�p(uh) − �ph‖div + ‖y(uh) − yh‖0 ≤ Cη1, (29)

where

η1 :=

[ ∑
T∈Th

(
‖f + uh − div�ph − ∫

Ω G(s, t)yh(s)ds‖2
0,T + h2

T · ‖curlh(�ph)‖2
0,T

+h2
T · min

wh∈Wh

‖∇hwh − �ph‖2
0,T + ‖h1/2

E [(�ph) · t]‖2
0,∂T

)]1/2

. (30)

Similarly, we also derive the following results.

Lemma 3.3 For the Raviart-Thomas elements, there is a positive constant
C such that

‖�q(uh) − �qh‖div + ‖z(uh) − zh‖0 ≤ C(η1 + η2), (31)

where

η2 :=

[ ∑
T∈Th

(
‖g′

2(yh) − div�qh − ∫
Ω G(s, t)zh(t)dt‖2

0,T + h2
T · ‖curlh(�qh)‖2

0,T

+h2
T · min

wh∈Wh

‖∇hwh − �qh‖2
0,T + ‖h1/2

E [(�qh) · t]‖2
0,∂T

)]1/2

. (32)
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With the intermediate errors, we can decompose the errors as following

�p − �ph = �p − �p(uh) + �p(uh) − �ph := ε1 + ε1,

y − yh = y − y(uh) + y(uh) − yh := r1 + e1,

�q − �qh = �q − �q(uh) + �q(uh) − �qh := ε2 + ε2,

z − zh = z − z(uh) + z(uh) − zh := r2 + e2.

By using the standard results of mixed finite element methods [2], we have
the following results.

Lemma 3.4 There is a positive constant C independent of h such that

‖ε1‖div + ‖r1‖0 ≤ C‖u − uh‖, (33)

‖ε2‖div + ‖r2‖0 ≤ C‖u − uh‖. (34)

Hence, we combine Lemmas 3.1-3.4 and using the triangle inequality to
conclude that

Theorem 3.5 Let (�p, y, �q, z, u) ∈ (�V × W )2 × K and (�ph, yh, �qh, zh, uh) ∈
(�Vh ×Wh)

2 ×K be the solutions of (8)-(12) and (16)-(20), respectively. Then
we have

‖�p − �ph‖2
div + ‖y − yh‖2

0 + ‖�q − �qh‖2
div + ‖z − zh‖2

0 + ‖u − uh‖2 ≤ C
2∑

i=1

η2
i ,(35)

where η1 and η2 are defined in Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.3, respectively.

4 An adaptive algorithm

In the section, we introduce an adaptive algorithm to guide the mesh refine
process. A posteriori error estimates which have been derived in section 3
are used as an error indicator to guide the mesh refinement in adaptive finite
element method.

Now, we discuss the adaptive mesh refinement strategy. The general idea
is to refine the mesh such that the error indicator like η is equally distributed
over the computational mesh. Assume that an a posteriori error estimator η
has the form of η2 =

∑
Ti

η2
Ti

, where Ti is the finite elements. At each iteration,

an average quantity of all η2
Ti

is calculated, and each η2
Ti

is then compared with
this quantity. The element Ti is to be refined if η2

Ti
is larger than this quantity.

As η2
Ti

represents the total approximation error over Ti, this strategy makes
sure that higher density of nodes is distributed over the area where the error
is higher.
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Based on this principle, we define an adaptive algorithm of the optimal
control problems (1)-(4) as follows:

Starting from initial triangulations Th0 of Ω, we construct a sequence of
refined triangulation Thj

as follows. Given Thj
, we compute the solutions

(�ph, yh, �qh, zh, uh) of the systems (16)-(20) and their error estimator

η2
T = ‖f + uh − div�ph −

∫
Ω

G(s, t)yh(s)ds‖2
0,T

+h2
T · ‖curlh(�ph)‖2

0,T

+h2
T · min

wh∈Wh

‖∇hwh − �ph‖2
0,T

+‖h1/2
E [(�ph) · t]‖2

0,∂T

‖g′
2(yh) − div�qh −

∫
Ω

G(s, t)zh(t)dt‖2
0,T

+h2
T · ‖curlh(�qh)‖2

0,T

+h2
T · min

wh∈Wh

‖∇hwh − �qh‖2
0,T

+‖h1/2
E [(�qh) · t]‖2

0,∂T .

Ej =
∑

T∈Th

η2
T .

Then we adopt the following mesh refinement strategy: All the triangles
T ∈ Thj

satisfying η2
T ≥ αEj/n are divided into four new triangles in Thj+1

by
joining the midpoints of the edges, where n is the numbers of the elements of
Thj

, α is a given constant. In order to maintain the new triangulation Thj+1
to

be regular and conformal, some additional triangles need to be divided into two
or four new triangles depending on whether they have one or more neighbor
which have refined. Then we obtain the new mesh Thj+1

. The above procedure
will continue until Ej ≤ tol, where tol is a given tolerance error.
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